**Tee-Off Times & Rates**

Visiting players can tee-off between 7 and 11 am from Sunday to Friday, but please book in advance to avoid disappointment. Saturdays are Club Days for our members, or a Sponsor’s Day, and it’s a Two Field-Morning and Afternoon. It’s a Shotgun Start and the morning field is 06:30 for 07:00, the afternoon field is 12:00 for 12:30 in summer. Winter times are half an hour earlier. No late entries are accepted. Players must please note that an indemnity form must be completed prior to playing.

So remember those golf clubs on your next visit to Kruger, and enjoy one of the most exceptional golf courses in the world!

- **Green Fees:**
  - Affiliated 9 Holes: R140
  - Affiliated 18 Holes: R170
  - Non-Affiliated 9 Holes: R180
  - Non-Affiliated 18 Holes: R200

- **Pull Carts:**
  - Affiliated 9 Holes: R40
  - Affiliated 18 Holes: R40

- **Clubs Hire:**
  - 9 holes: R100
  - 18 holes: R120

- **Motorised Carts:**
  - Affiliated 9 Holes: R160
  - Affiliated 18 Holes: R200

**Gate Times**

| Gate Times, Unless Otherwise Indicated, Are for Both Entry and Camp Gates |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| JAN  | FEB  | MAR  | APR  | MAY  | JUN  |
| Camp gates open | 04:30 | 05:30 | 05:30 | 06:00 | 06:00 | 06:00 |
| Entry gates open | 05:30 | 05:30 | 05:30 | 06:00 | 06:00 | 06:00 |
| Camp and entry gates close | 18:30 | 18:30 | 18:00 | 18:00 | 17:30 | 17:30 |

| JUL  | AUG  | SEP  | OCT  | NOV  | DEC  |
| Camp gates open | 06:00 | 06:00 | 06:00 | 05:30 | 04:30 | 04:30 |
| Entry gates open | 06:00 | 06:00 | 06:00 | 05:30 | 05:30 | 05:30 |
| Camp and entry gates close | 17:30 | 18:00 | 18:00 | 18:00 | 18:30 | 18:30 |

**Contact Details**

- **Kruger National Park**
  - Tel: +27 (0)11 335 4000
  - Fax: +27 (0)11 335 4031

- **Skukuza Camp**
  - Tel: +27 (0)13 335 4152
  - Fax: +27 (0)13 335 4054

- **Skukuza Golf Club**
  - Tel: +27 (0)13 335 3343
  - Fax: +27 (0)86 540 0781

- **Central Reservations**
  - Tel: +27 (0)12 428 9111
  - Fax: +27 (0)12 343 0905
  - E-mail: reservations@sanparks.org
  - Website: www.sanparks.org

**KRUGER NATIONAL PARK**

**SKUKUZA GOLF**

See more than just birdies on our course

---

**YOUR NATURAL HERITAGE**
We don't have any tigers, but you might see the odd lion.

Kruger National Park’s Skukuza camp welcomes you, where a multitude of activities await to enhance and boost your stay in one of our country’s most beautiful and prized conservation areas. As the largest rest camp in Kruger, Skukuza is known for its spectacular array of accommodation, magnificent collection of fauna and flora, and diverse range of activities – including its marvelous 9-hole (18 tee) golf course. Constructed in 1972 as a recreational facility for the Skukuza personnel, the golf course has become available to visitors over the years, adding one more activity to the already extensive list, and setting Skukuza apart from other camps in Kruger.

The course is a Par 72, and is 5950m (6450 yards) for men and 5059m (5480 yards) for ladies. A fascinating factor that adds to the excitement is the fact that the course is unfenced – meaning the sight of wildlife visitors moving across the course is pretty frequent. After all, this is their territory! The golf course was designed to create a unique opportunity for Skukuza guests – golfing within one of the world’s greatest conservation establishments, as Kruger National Park offers much more than game drives. Players are asked to dress in standard golf attire and to come show off their best game, as the course is designed for all levels of golfers.

Although the golf course is quite small compared to other holiday destinations; it is the beauty and tranquility of the surrounding surroundings that make it stand out. It offers a charming mix of peace, challenge and adventure. For example #2, Par 3, have water on the left and to the back of the green. The signature hole #9, Par 3 of about 150m is played across Lake Panic. The golf course has no bunkers, although ‘aerial bunkers’ abound because of the many trees found on the course. And apart from the beautiful surroundings, players can also rely on light refreshments and a full bar facility where they can relax and discuss their latest victories on the course.

USE OF GOLF COURSE AT OWN RISK

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE SKUKUZA GOLF COURSE IS NOT FENCED AND THAT PLAYERS AND ANYONE ACCOMPANYING THEM WILL THEREFORE BE SUBJECT TO THE NATURAL ELEMENTS. THE SA NATIONAL PARKS’ DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES HEREBY STIPULATE THAT THEY ARE UNABLE TO ACCEPT ANY LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY LOSS, DAMAGE AND/OR INJURY (VITAL OR OTHERWISE) OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER ARISING FROM NEGLIGENCE OF WHOMSOEVER OR ANY BREACH OF ANY DUTY WHATEVER OBLIGATIONS.
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Hippo tracks across the course

regular visitor